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The session was held under stable but drying wet
conditions, and all the drivers from the top teams

succeeded to progress into the second part of
the session, though Pierre Gasly may have felt

hard done, as Ferrari’s Carlos Sainz held him up
in his final attempt. On the other hand, in the
second part of the session, drivers switched to
dry tires for a few minutes. The window of dry
tires, however, was short, as the rain began to

fall again and both Perez and Leclerc were caught
out by the speed of events, as both of them made
the switch too late and thus were eliminated.
The final part of the session was held in wet
conditions again, and Verstappen was the early
pacesetter once more, but a red flag caused by

Oscar Piastri’s crash foiled the laps of many of
his rivals, allowing Haas driver Nico Hulkenberg

to finish the session in the second place, followed
by Alonso and the two Mercedes drivers
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